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 א 
If bodied, ovum in the seminal green 

                                          of the deviser, co–stirred  

                              to cling and defile, 

                       quickens its name 

to evil, 

then evil is sublimed, 

its winged droid  

                      priapic to invent  

a face.  

 

 ב
Face  

in the repulse 

                  and coeval— 

 

mottled after a brief stint in expression, 

                             compressed: 

 

the compact,  

ovate, dyed or darkened  

                          by a chemical wince.  
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 ג
Wince to sneer 

                  prostrate in the yolk of height—syntagmatic, 

                                                  to proceed it: snub.   

The adjacent (n). 

The subsumed (nub).  

 

                                                  —rebus to barter a kiln burns 

 

the bare  

salt-worn slopes.  

 

 ד
Slopes above veal and curd, 

                                        black-house taut:  

                                              choleric— 

out of origins the bronze idol  

embalms a stick 

figure.  

       Bodies on stakes. 

                                         Terebinths.  

 

 ה
Terebinths  

           edify—no man’s Canaan:   

                                                         deaf to insult 

 

                          (a hyena’s laugh)  

 

                                                                   from old age  

 

between thighs— 

                                   expiry of  

 

                                          (sarcophagi code or papier-mâché pipe-bomb.)   

 

              Sabbath blargon.  

 

 ו
Blargon is braided—cursory  

                                       sway of scented oil and olives:  
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a) drip sibilants of pathos 

b) traipsed for prayer 

c) the monist 

d) fumy 

                                                                    —spasm-stung  

                                                      this rebus with a smote to add  

 

a tessera to a  

           mosaic with grout— 

 

 

                                the ruin of grok (digispeak) ÷ the archon.  

                         Survey (g).  

                                                         

 

               

                                                       Grout/grok.  

 

 ז
Grok emerged  

with hoople/kippa—couture,  

                                                  sheathed  

at the stasis-lodge: tribal.  

                      The outer of private recompense to a fault, 

                               ―covenant‖— 

 

Stasis-lodge? Stasis-hedge. 

                                                                      At street-level of the digital  

           tenement, 

                                 the anachronistic   

fishmonger.  

                                           Staring dead fish eyes.  

                                                                                       613 gills.   

 

 ח
Gills of bedlamites— 

                             impromptu repas: 

                                                                      libel— 

                 —false accusation,  

 

                                                    that they covet anise/blood  

cumin/semen  

 

dill to soar like Enoch  
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                            and not perish 

                                            in ginger of Sheol,  

 

                                   outpacing pepper, 

to taste Sinaic water  

in silver cups  

                                                          and barbeque  

                      the son of man.  

  

 ט
                                Man, incursion-world: tarpaulin (…)  

                                                                     tarmac—man-high, 

               asymmetrical counter-weight, 

                          matriculates  

according to positions/at the slanted deadline, 

                                                                                 place of makom— 

supple,  

                                                post-post 

past a person—―Unman.‖   

  

 י
Unman with pudenda of dyads  

                          breaks rank/uber-experimental—amputee line, savage 

m-dash, ampersand assassinations and unrest 

                       in a brown chair.  

                                            Arbitration?  

                                                  Yes!  

Judgment:  

₤  He’s a spur-femme/mem after yod— 

₣  He’s guilty of circonfession-da-fort-da— 

€  Fifteen years of dasein/cinder— 

Æ He’s far too left of khora/maat— 

Ψ The gehenna chronicler was a liar— 

Ж He’s unannoyed— 

Щ He’s lost them.  

 

 כ
Them,  

                   the soundshapes 

                                                           of a drawn out apostasy,                    

                                      sustained 

                                                                                                           by bursts 

from a whirlwind: 
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                                                                  evolve  

                         into warnings 

                                                                                are later reheard 

 

as laws—unoccupied, barren, chronic,  

                                    inarticulate, limited by the escarpment,  

                         the recreated narrow gorge in which floats  

                                         the Pentateuch, noticed by idlers who will one day redact  

                                               each other’s sub-privacy—each gesture held  

                         for a minute in earshot of the amnesic exegete  

                                            who is responsible for grammar: a parasite 

                                                          lacking requisite 

                                                    emotion to sustain bursts  

                                 from a whirlwind:  

                                                 soundshapes,  

                                       de-Judaic drash.  

 ל
Drash/undrash—neither bashert nor the unshaven drone  

                                                                      who  

                                     rends the weft from the curtain 

like a chthonic god of color, speaks 

                                             diseases of surface: hollow 

 

                                spurs anomies of dogma breed 

                                                           with hand-shaped pointer.  

           The Law is a thick portal  

                 covered by a veil.  

 

                                                       Unveil!  

 

                                           He reflects. The tercets are black  

                                                 and blue and red and red 

                                                                                is a pillar of Aryeh: 

             inverse skin, skinned and skewed 

                                     for somersaults a step ahead 

                                                                  of the dead body.  

 

 מ
                     Body of the Holy of Holies— 

                                                                         is a fissure  

                                                                                                to deflate  

 

                                           his brain, trussed   
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                                                     anagram embossed  

       with the seal  

           of a Zyklon-lemony balm  

 

                                                 draped over his head  

                                                                                         to bow.  

                                Temple the mark 

                                              with a grave consort: hetaera, 

                never the same stroke—            twice… 

she remembers a fumitory, 

                                                  —macabre mice 

                                                               —film noire rats  

 

                        —the latest orthodoxy 

                                                 by ruse of post-sexual cleansing:  

                                                          Sunday’s yellow rain?  

 

 נ
Rain falls on the helmet of the Paladin  

                             of Foreboding—the un-knighted mock descendant  

                                                              of Charles Martel (stripped of dignity 

                                      by unctuous platitudes) with bare 

                                                                                      bodkin.  

                                                                                Is the impasse 

the riddle?   

          Who are these Saracen hordes mixed with the Mosaic?  

                                    Enter the digital avatars:  

        

 Berber 

 Almorhavid 

 Almohad   

 Córdoba 

 Vandal 

 Hispanica  

 Bordeal  

 

                                           This daemon (the Paladin)  

                                                     of the deadly seven 

                                                                             abhors a vacuum,  

                                                hypervigilant to own 

                                                                          hominid codes,  

                                                                   in memoriam 

                                                              in the gaseous  

                                                                           black with  

                                                                               shield.  
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 ס
                …an aversion  

to dialects pivots 

                     for the sake of an ―a‖—the ―a‖ of a serpent’s venom: 

(a) alluvial silt where Leviathan gives his cameo  

                

           —reproached for the wrong letter  

(b) o-lluvi-o-l (―o‖ as ―a‖ when the consensus is ―s‖  

 

GIVE IT 

LAMINAE. 

BLAME DYXLEXIA. 

        

        Rage shrieks,  

execrates the call for order 

and tone.  

      This belongs to the protosinaic family  

                       of languages—sandstone/rubbing.  

 

 ע
Rubbing out the cyclonic rage, 

                     pending the obloquy of assault—torqued  

                                      by dread 

                                                and malaise  

                                                              waiting to be chaffed.  

Gray smut and iodine, 

                                            or 

—calcined husks  

—calcined husks  

—calcined husks  

                                            or  

                                                                          writ as small as a pebble 

of kaolin.  

                           Rubbing out as if never born.  

                                                      Congeries of the sly motive.  

                                                                

                                      פ
Motive for metaphor: roseate— 

 

                                           runnel plaits  

              into a cleft spent on the dominant X.  

                                      Non sequitur—the damn excuse: that people demand 
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reason.  

     Pustular rhymes with corpuscle, 

                     kills (p)oets, 

                                     one after another for their unforgivable  

                                                            self-involvement. 

                                                                             What’s the motive?  

To brand clichés 

                 with a hot iron on the arms of devotees: 

                                       the confession 

                                                     skinned  

 

from the flayed body— 

 

                                              eviscerated  

 

                     by a horn.  

 

 צ
                                     Horn-god—the one weakened  

                                                                               by Esau to moans  

of the biblically sick (sic.) The fifth 

                                                     heaven of guerdon and crest—a new  

apocryphon made from the prefix ―meta.‖  

In effigy with faience and Kiddush cup, 

                                                                   a new beast:   

 

           METASAMMY.  

 

 ק
Metasammy’s life in the reticulum is boring.  

           He has two left hands 

                     and a bad case of adipose.  

                                                      Yet, to the dismay of the disciples 

of Qof, 

he contains the seminal green 

                                          of the deviser and is thus his consort, 

wearing a beige sport coat 

and Burberry cap.  

 

 ר
Cap the steep ascent  

                              and live forever—transumption.  

                                                              Spun roots swell to rind, 
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                    rise to hair and cloud, face to nebulae  

                                                                             to torso, legs and plasma, 

                                 then back to seed,  

                                          to crossbreed a mortal hybrid  

                                                                of bird-fish or man-ape 

            hanging from trees like hairy/scaly leaves—lungs  

                                      under trunks, eyes in bulbs,  

                                                                          prehensile bark  

                                          outstretched  

                                                      for ascent.  

 

 ש
Ascent from a world of lack—Ahraic— 

                       sinewy wives with black wings 

                            decreate in dead books— 

                                 fall away from names:  

  the Groundkeeper’s Jezebel ִי

 the Baal Zebub’s Rebbitzin ּה 

 the Samael’s Eisheth Zenunium ּו  

  the Satanael’s Old Hag Incubus ּה 

 

               Hunt figuration.  

 

 ת
                         Figuration nearing pods—bursts:  

                                                                      vapor in the  

                                                                dark: a dense proton,  

                                                          decrescendos and expands— 

  

                                       a soup of matter, gamma,  

                           in turn, nuclei: name  

for a boneless  

                stick-figure who says, ―if bodied, ovum in the seminal green 

                                          of the deviser,‖  

                                      and repeats 

                                                 the first letter.   

  

 

 

 

 

 


